America, the Beautiful is a soulful gospel arrangement by Craig Curry that brings a dramatic new voice to this beloved classic. Powerful and tastefully done, this arrangement boasts colorful blues harmonies and solid chorus writing. Appropriate for performance by both school and church choirs, it is available in three voicings, with optional instrumental accompaniment (No. 24313) and accompaniment/performance compact disc (No. 24314) available separately.


Craig Curry is a professional musician and a free-lance composer/arranger. Widely published and the recipient of numerous ASCAP awards, he holds degrees from Wheaton College (B.M., Piano Performance) and the University of Miami (M.M., Media Writing and Production).
Dedicated to the rescue workers of September 11, 2001, and of the 2005 hurricane season—
whose "heroes proved in liberating strife,
who more than self their country loved, and mercy more than life."
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Dramatically, heavy gospel feel (\( \approx \) \( \text{ca. 74} \))
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